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Abstract:
These are ICA guidelines for submitting abstracts to supplement ICA guidelines for preparation of papers. All abstracts for abstract-only submission to ICA-event must follow these guidelines and be written using this template.  The ICA-event organizers may omit any paper that does not conform to the specified requirements.
An abstract for abstract-only submission must be within maximum 2 pages, single-spaced, A4 size. The font type Times New Roman with a size of ten (10) points is to be used. Use of paragraphing is encouraged. Section headings should not be used. Although full references are not expected, it is permitted to cite others' works with author and date information.
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Figure 1. Figure placement and numbering: the famous ICA logo.
Tables and figures may be used. When using tables or figures, captions should be used, left-aligned directly beneath the tables or figures. All captions are to be numbered consecutively, e.g. Figure 1, Table 2, Figure 2.
The Abstracts of the International Cartographic Association (Abstracts of the ICA) are the conference series that publishes abstracts accepted for conferences and workshops organized by the ICA. The abstracts undergo an abstract-based review by the programme committee. The Abstracts of the ICA are open-access publications; they are published under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License and the authors retain the copyright.
Abstracts are intended to present very early or practical work. They provide a platform for artwork, demonstrations, or work of practitioners - work that would otherwise not be very well suited for a description in an extended scientific paper. Still, the publication of the abstract is very valuable both for the authors and for the participants of the meeting. Abstracts are reviewed based on quality and innovativeness, as well as on the practical relevance.
 	 




